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P R E S I D E N T ’ S  G R E E T I N G 

Àngel Casellas i Grau 

Dear members, 

 

By the time you read this bulletin the new Management Team of the Catalan Sheepdog 

Club will have been up and running for just over six months. 

They were difficult beginnings, but the Team courageously rose to the challenge of 

taking the reins of the Club at a tumultuous time of differences of opinion and 

grievances in the very heart of the association.  

But from where we are now, I would like to say that I am extremely proud of the Team, 

of this group of people, not only for having stood firm and overcome the obstacles we 

had to face – and for having done so together, united – but for all the work we’ve 

nonetheless managed to get done, which you will be able to appreciate in this bulletin. 

Some of the events I would like to highlight are:  

The sheepdog trials at Campllong with Catalan Sheepdogs and Ripollès sheep, which 

this year saw a record number of participants in terms of both shepherds and dogs. 

This working dog event serves to remind us that it is when carrying out its function as a 

herder that the true essence of our breed comes to the fore. What is more, this year 

the Club proudly received repeated congratulations for the superb organization and 

good cheer that accompanied the day. 

Various agility tests that have shown how well suited to this sport the Catalan 

Sheepdog is with its requirements of obedience, bond between dog and owner, 

intelligence, agility and so on.  

Not least, the Member’s Day, which is where we really enjoy ourselves amid a 

wonderful atmosphere of good will and a sense of expectation.  

And recently, the Catalan Sheepdog Conformation Competition, which is set to be the 

little brother of the Breed Show held annually in Banyoles. At this first breed 

competition held for many years, all our previously agreed objectives were met. But 

while there was a sizeable participation in terms of the number of dogs that took part, 
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we would nonetheless have liked to have seen a greater number and variety of owners 

involved, and we hope that this will be the case in the next Competition.  

Above and beyond the abovementioned public events, I would like to say that I am 

delighted with all the day-to-day work that the members of the Management Team do 

on behalf of the Club. Everybody works hard, collaborates fully, shoulders their 

responsibility, lends a hand and listens to each other, and all with a sense of 

enthusiasm and expectation which I hope will not wane, but will carry us through the 

four years that we will be responsible for running the Club.  

I am also delighted with the optimal functioning of the Club website and social 

networks (Facebook, Instagram and Youtube), not to mention the Secretariat, the 

Treasury, the Agility Club Championship, the Conformation Competition, the herding 

trials and even this bulletin. Everybody involved in the Club, from those who are simply 

dog lovers to the legal professionals, makes their contribution, or should I say 

altruistically adds, their wide and varied experience and knowledge so that the Team, 

the Club and the breed all perform as well as possible. Practically all the activities and 

functions currently undertaken by the Catalan Sheepdog Club are represented by the 

members of our Management Team.  

I would like to finish by talking about the extraordinarily diverse roles our breed plays. 

How privileged and lucky we are to own a breed of dog that successfully plays so many 

parts!  In this sense, the Catalan Sheepdog’s increasing prestige not only nationally and 

across the entire country, but also in Europe and America, comes as no surprise.  Our 

breed can be a wonderful pet, a fabulous herder and anything in between: a great 

show dog, good at agility and canicross, a fantastic therapy dog, truffle hunter and 

rescue dog. And the list goes on. Personally, I have done or currently do almost all 

these activities with our breed and have often observed how people whose Catalan 

plays one of these roles fail to understand, do not value, or even criticize, how they 

can also play others.  

In my opinion, not only are all these facets of the Catalan Sheepdog valid and 

respectable, but we ought to be proud of the fact that they can take on so many roles! 

All gos d’atura lovers should take pride in the fact that our breed is currently one of 

most represented at dog shows, especially in Catalonia; that he wins agility tests; that 

he is restoring his reputation as a herder; that there are a good number of breeders 

who, as the underlying foundations of the Catalan Sheepdog, give their all to conserve 

the characteristic appearance and strength of the breed. And that’s not all: not only 

does the Catalan Sheepdog make an excellent pet even for those living in flats, but his 

balanced character meets the highly demanding requirements of a therapy dog.   

We have an extraordinary breed. We must value his entire set of facets, add them all 

together and feel extremely proud!   
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THE MANAGEMENT TEAM OF THE CLUB DEL GOS D’ATURA CATALÀ 

 

PRESIDENT: Àngel Casellas i Grau 

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 2003. 

Member of the Management Team since 2007, first as 

Secretary and from 2015 as Vice President. Member of the 

Unió Cinófila de Catalunya (Catalan Kennel Club) since 

2001, the Majorcan Sheepdog Club since 2009 and the Valencian Rat Hunting Dog Club 

since 2010. Ring Steward for the Catalan Kennel Club since 2005. Ethologist, dog 

behaviourist and positive reinforcement trainer (Master’s in Clinical Ethnology applied 

to dogs and cats from the Autonomous University of Barcelona, 2008) and Diploma in 

Dog Training (Autonomous University of Barcelona, 2009). 

Therapeutic activities, often inclusive, with dogs and horses, but mainly with Catalan 

Sheepdogs.  

Catalan Sheepdog and Majorcan Sheepdog breeder since 2003 with the kennel name 

‘des Lluçanes’. First Catalan Sheepdog acquired in 1993 to work with cows and first 

Catalan Sheepdog with a pedigree, Auca d’Espinavessa, acquired in 1998.  

 
 

VICE PRESIDENT: Miguel Ángel Edo Breto. 

Catalan Sheepdog exhibitor and breeder since 1993 with the 

kennel name ‘Pastors de Blo’.  

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 1993 and founding 

member of the Club Cani Baix Maestrat.  

Founding member and judge of the former ‘Catalan Sheepdog 

Working Dog Group’. Member of the Castelló Canine Society.  

Dog psychologist from the Barcelona Institute of Applied Studies.  

Recoverer of the Valencian Rat Hunting Dog.  

Truffle hunting dog trainer. 

 

SECRETARY:  Laura Pascuet Candalia 

Catalan Sheepdog owner since 1989. Club member since 2015 

and collaborator since 2007.  
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VICE SECRETARY: Xavier Guillén i Monsec 

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 2007.  

Collaborator of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 2011.  

Member of the Catalan Kennel Club. 

Catalan Sheepdog shower. 

Participates in agility and canicross. Collaborates with mentally disabled and old 

people’s centres with Catalan Sheepdogs.  

TREASURER: Gabriel Fernàndez de la Fuente i Abellan 

I became involved in the Catalan Sheepdog world in 2011, 

having spent years following the breed and waiting for the 

right moment to introduce a puppy into the family. In May 

2011, we got our Catalan Sheepdog who we called Horta and 

since then I have gradually become more and more involved 

with the breed, participating in breed shows, member’s days 

and other events. This year, coinciding with the change of 

President and the new Team, and given the good personal 

relationships I have with different members of the Club, my incorporation as Treasurer 

was agreed, since when I have been more involved in the day-to-day running of the 

entity. 

SPOKESPERSON: Vicenç Gascó i Correcher 

A dog lover since I was a child, I started out in the world of dog 

training in 1979 and in the show ring in 1994. In 1997, I 

became a member of the Catalan Kennel Club as member 

number 167, member of the Canary Mastiff Club of Spain in 

1998 as member number 592 and member of the RSCE (Royal 

Dog Society of Spain) in 1993 as member number 2225. I have 

also been a member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 2003, 

a member of the Pug Club of Spain since 2010 and a member of the Boston Terrier 

Club since 2013 as member number 051. I have been a Ring Steward since 1997, a 

National Competition Judge since 2005, a National Judge (CAC) since 2009 and an 

International Judge (CACIB) since 2013. Since 2005, I have been the delegate of the 

Canary Mastiff Club of Spain for Catalonia and since 2012 I have been a Management 

Team Spokesperson. As a member of the Management Team of the Catalan Sheepdog 

Club, my first role was as Treasurer (2007-2010), since when I have been a 

Spokeperson. I have been the owner of the kennel name CANMUÇ with number 

010059 since 9th January 2001. I have had the honour of breeding dogs that have gone 

on to win various titles such as Champion of Catalonia, Champion of Spain, 

International Champion, European Champion, World Champion and Champion of 

several different countries. My first Catalan Sheepdog litter was born in November 

2003, the same year as we won our first title with a Catalan Sheepdog - Young 

Champion of Catalonia. We won our first Champion of Spain title in 2005. 
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 SPOKESPERSON: Manel Martínez Rodríguez 

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 2013 and 

member of the Management Team since 2016, first as a 

collaborator and currently as a Spokesperson.  

Member of the Catalan Kennel Club since 2013.  

Catalan Sheepdog lover since 2013 when I got my first one, 

Bru (Om des Lluçanès). I now have two more, Mel (Viura de 

Pastors de Blo) and Mika d’Espinavessa. My kennel name is 

PLA DEL MESTRE.  

                                                                                                    

 

 SPOKESPERSON: Joan Rovira i Llonch 

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club. 

Member of the Catalan Kennel Club. 

International Ring Steward for canine 

conformation shows.  

Catalan Sheepdog breeder with kennel name 

Vallespinosa. Herding dog trial judge.  

 

 SPOKESPERSON: Javier Muñóz Carvajal 

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club since 2000. 

Member of the Canine Society of Navarra for 

more than 15 years and member of the 

Management Team for the last eight. Kennel 

name Gosleydan since 2001.   

Assiduous dog exhibitor and Catalan Sheepdog 

lover.  

 SPOKESPERSON: Raimon Montoliu i Casals 

Since I was a child, I have always had Catalan Sheepdogs at 

home, which is what made me start breeding them some years 

ago with my own kennel name. I have always believed that 

Catalan Sheepdogs are at their finest in their rustic, natural state 

rather than when they have been excessively revamped by the 

human hand, which often obscures their many virtues.    
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 SPOKESPERSON: Jordi Villanueva i Pol 

More than 20 years working for the benefit of the Catalan 

Sheepdog. Responsible for the working area of the Catalan 

Sheepdog Club.  

 

 

 

SPOKESPERSON: Marta Soler Corral 

Member of the Club since 2013, member of the Canine Society of 

Aragon, member of the Réunion des Amateurs de Chiens Pyrénées. 

Regular exhibitor at dog conformation shows.  

 

 

PRESIDENT OF HONOUR OF THE CATALAN SHEEPDOG CLUB: 
Agustí Tonietti i Ferreró 

We always had dogs at home when I was a child. From around 

1976-77 I started to search every corner of Catalonia for Catalan 

Sheepdogs with the aim of recovering the breed. Founder of the 

Catalan Sheepdog Club in 1980. Founding member of the Catalan 

Kennel Club. Specialist judge of the Catalan Sheepdog and various Spanish and foreign 

breeds. I have bred a good few beauty and conformation champions. President of the 

Catalan Sheepdog Club from 2007-2016 and Spokesperson for the working area. I have 

dedicated over 40 years to the breed.  

 

COLLABORATOR: Ramón Oliver i Tarragó 

Neorural. Catalan Sheepdog lover since I was a child.  

I have owned Catalan Sheepdogs since 1992.  

Member number 0434 of the Catalan Sheepdog Club.  

Collaborator of the Club’s Agility Group.  

Member of the Catalan Sheepdog Club group to recover the 

Catalan Sheepdog Cerdà. 
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COLLABORATOR: Eufemia Zapater i pacheco 
Member and collaborator of the Catalan Sheepdog 
Club. I have done agility with Catalan Sheepdogs 
since 2011 and have been competing since 2013.We 
are currently in the Degree II category. 

 

 

COLLABORATOR: Carles Sancho i Villar 

Kennel name Serracollserola. Member since 2010.  
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A G I L I T Y  W I T H  T H E  C A T A L A N  S H E E P D O G 
 

The Catalan Sheepdog has been selected for work and is therefore extremely clever, a 

friend to man and easy to train.  

 
One of the breed’s biggest advantages is their ability to regulate their energy in a 

global sense, meaning that they can balance body and mind; they can be a calm dog or 

an active dog, depending on the moment and what is being asked of them.  

 
The Catalan Sheepdog is always ready and willing to work, which is why agility is a 

good option if you want to do a sport and at the same time enjoy yourself with your 

dog. He learns very quickly and thanks to his precision and confidence when working, 

he always runs clean rounds.  

 
In this sport, the Catalan sheepdog does not make an effort just to please his owner, 

but he does so because he is enjoying himself by simply being with his owner and 

being rewarded by his owner’s pleasure and congratulations when he does what is 

being asked of him. This mutual delight strengthens the bond and ties between man 

and dog.  

 

 
 
Agility is also a way to make friends who share your passion for dogs, and especially for 

this marvellous breed that we love so much. Agility helps you to socialize your dog and 

helps him to get used to being surrounded by lots of other dogs. It’s a way for him to 

get exercise and feel satisfied and useful, which helps to improve his behaviour and 

avoid possible problems related to aggression, fear and anxiety.  

 
-Do you want to create a bond with your dog that is stronger than you ever imagined 

it could be? 

 
You will be amazed what you can do with your Catalan and what a good time you will 

have doing this sport.  

 
The Catalan Sheepdog Club puts on shows and friendly leagues around Catalonia in 

which anybody who has a Catalan Sheepdog or a Cerdà and wants to have a great day 
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with other Catalans and people who share their passion for this fabulous breed can 

participate. The internal leagues the Club organizes fall either into the amateur 

category (owners who do agility just as a hobby) or into the competition category 

(owners who do RSCE or FCI competitions).  

 
The three highest scoring participants in each category of the Catalan Sheepdog Club’s 

internal leagues receive an award.  

 
The Club’s agility league started in the year 2015-2016, so is a very new initiative and 

one which we hope will raise the profile of our marvellous breed around Catalonia. 

 
The first year’s internal league rounds and shows were held at the following locations:  

 
-The first was held in Vic at the Tonis festival and a total of five Catalan Sheepdogs and 
one Cerdà participated. 
 
-The next was at the spring festival in Campllong, where a herding competition with 

Catalan Sheepdogs also took place.  

 
-The following round was at Llívia, where everybody had a fantastic day.  

 
Every year, Club Super 3 invites the Catalan Sheepdog Club to participate in the 
super’s festival held in Montjuïc, which is where another round of the agility league 
take place. 
 
-And the agility championship ended at the best location possible: the Parc de la Draga 

in Banyoles, where the annual Catalan Sheepdog Breed Show is held.  

-By the time the league ended, we had ten Catalan Sheepdogs participating and we 

hope that this year there will be even more.  

 
The Catalan Sheepdog Club invites you to join in one of our league rounds held 

across Catalonia, where we guarantee you will have a brilliant time with your four-

legged companion and friend. If you are interested in forming part of our great team, 

just get in contact with us at the following email address, 

info@clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat, or through the Club website at 

http://gosdaturacatala.cat/contact/ and we will be delighted to tell you how you can 

get involved.      

 
Some photos of Catalan Sheepdogs enjoying themselves doing agility with their 

handlers and a short explanation of what agility is.  

 
 

mailto:info@clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat
http://gosdaturacatala.cat/contact/
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The basis of agility is the discipline of  canine obedience. 
 
Agility is a sport for dogs and people where the handler must guide the dog around an 

obstacle course.  

 

It is a sport for owners who want to develop their dog’s skills and to reinforce the bond 

they have with their pet.  

 

Agility was born in 1977 when John Waley decided to devise a novel training activity 

designed to be watched by the large crowds of spectators at dog shows in England.   

 

The idea behind the initiative was, ‘If they do this with horses, then why can’t we do it 

with dogs?’ Agility, then, is based on the famous horse-jumping competitions; in fact, 

one of the tests within the discipline is called ‘jumping’ in which there are no contact 

surfaces.  

The idea became a reality at the Crufts Dog Show in London in 1978 and participation 
in this great sport has ever increased since then. 
 

 

C o m p e t i t i o n  a g i l i t y 
 

The handler guides the dog around an obstacle course, which must be completed 

against the clock as cleanly and precisely as possible.  

Dogs generally compete without a lead and without any toys or other incentives. The 
handler must not touch either his dog or the obstacles, unless he does so by accident, 
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guiding his dog just with his voice, hand signals and body language, which means that 
the animal must be trained exceptionally well. 
 
RSCE and FCI agility rules state that official courses must be set up on a ring measuring 

30m x 40m. The actual length of the obstacle course itself must be between 100m and 

200m and have between 15 and 20 obstacles depending on the category, of which 

seven are closed.  

The various legs of the tests are carried out on courses that are always new for the 

dogs, because handlers only have access to the course to memorise it just prior to the 

competition starting. 

Each obstacle course must be tackled within the time limit set by the judge (Standard 

Time of Completion).  

The idea is that dog and handler demonstrate their ability to face different situations 
as skilfully as possible. 
The handler uses his voice and gestures so that the dog completes the obstacle course 

in the pre-established order.  

If errors are made in the order the obstacles are tackled, if an obstacle is left out or if it 

is unnecessarily repeated, points are normally deducted irrespective of whether it is 

the owner’s or the dog’s fault.  

Handlers can neither carry anything in their hands nor touch either the dog or the 

obstacles. The dog cannot wear a lead while he is doing his round and the aim is to 

avoid making mistakes that will slow his time down as he tackles the obstacles. 

The dogs are vet checked before the competition begins: their vaccinations must be 

up-to-date and they must be microchipped.  

 
In competitions, the dogs are normally grouped into categories according to size. The 
main groups are:  
 
-Mini (small): for dogs that stand less than 35cm at the withers. 
-Midi (medium): for dogs that stand between 35cm and 43cm at the withers. 
-Standard (large): for dogs that stand at 43cm or over at the withers. 
 

The dog’s pedigree, or identification of their breed, is usually required to compete 

professionally in national and international competitions, but any dog, be they 

pedigrees, crossbreeds or mongrels, can train and participate in shows and 

competitions at a club level.  
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Agility is a sport recommended for dogs with a lot of vitality. It is not recommended for 

dogs with joint, circulation or respiratory problems, for heavy dogs or for those that 

tire quickly. 

 
 CATALAN SHEEPDOG AGILITY TEAM 

Photographer: Gabi  

The Catalan Sheepdog Club invites you to join us at the SUPERS FESTIVAL that takes 

p l a c e  e v e r y  y e a r  o n  t h e  M o n t j ü i c  m o u n t a i n . 

 

C  A  N  I  C  R  O  S  S 

The Catalan Sheepdog is a breed that is suited to canicross: spirited and energetic, 

strong, intelligent, quick to understand orders and untirable. 

 

His appearance, his gaze and his cleverness make him a breed that never goes 

unnoticed.  

 

Canicross reinforces the bond between handler and dog. It also helps dogs to learn to 

relate to other dogs and people and to cope with new places and unknown situations.  

 
The Catalan Sheepdog Club believes that these are all good reasons for you and your 
dog to get involved in this sport, whose number of participants is on the up.  
 
 

!!!GOF FOR IT!!! 

TAKE THE FIRST STEP 

GO IN FOR THE RACES 
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Here’s some more information about canicross. 

 
Canicross is a sport that comes from the world of mushing (sledding). It consists of 

cross country running harnessed to your dog with a bungee cord or an elastic line.  

 
The basic equipment you need to do canicross is:  

 

-A harness for your dog 

-A bungee cord or an elastic line 

- A waist belt for the runner 

  
 
 
Basic rules of canicross:  

 
The main rule is that the dog must run in front of the handler, or at least his head must 

be in front of the runner’s, except for when the handler makes a sharp turn and the 

dog carries straight on, or in other exceptional circumstances.  

Physically or verbally abusing the dog is not tolerated.  

Runner and dog must run in a straight line so as not to block the track or path.  

Patience is required when starting a race until dog and handler get used to the route 

and start to relax and enjoy it.  

The dog must pass a veterinary check before beginning the race; all his vaccinations 

must be up-to-date and he must be identified with a microchip.  

The dog must be at least 1 year old and he can participate until he is ten years old.  

Dog and owner must be physically fit. 
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C A T A L A N  S H E E P D O G  B R E E D  S H O W  B A N Y O L E S  2 0 1 6 

On 19th November 2016 in La Draga Parc in Banyoles (Girona), the XXXVI Catalan 

Sheepdog Breed Show took place as part of the programme of the Sant Martirià 

Country Fair. (Compulsory point for the Championship of Spain.)  

 

Judge: D. Alfonso Castells Lladosa   

Chief Steward: Vicenç Gascó i Correcher 

Total number of dogs registered: 72 

SMALL PUPPY CLASS 

MALES: 

AVALANCH DE PASTORS DE BLO BEST SMALL PUPPY  
UC DES LLUÇANES   VERY GOOD 2 
UI DES LLUÇANES   VERY GOOD 3 
 

FEMALES: 

AMBAR DE PASTORS DE BLO  VERY GOOD 1  
WONDERFUL DELILA DEL  
SOMNI CATALA   VERY GOOD 2 
 
 

PUPPY CLASS 

MALES: 

BALÍ DES LLUÇANES   VERY GOOD 1 
 
 
FEMALES:  
 
ONDIA DE L’ALBA DE SANT FOST BEST PUPPY 
ORSA DE L’ALBA DE SANT FOST VERY GOOD 2 

 

YOUNG DOG CLASS 

MALES:  

REIG DE VALLESPINOSA  CC YOUNG DOG  
MOLLERIC DE VALLESPINOSA  R CCYOUNG DOG 
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ROVELLÓ DE VALLESPINOSA   EXC 3 
ATLAS DE CAN BLAU    EXC 4 
VANDAM DE VILLA MAGALA  NR 
 
FEMALES: 
 
YUKA DE PASTORS DE BLO  CC YOUNG DOG  

SÍNIA DES LLUÇANES   RCC YOUNG DOG 
SAMBA DES LLUÇANES  EXC 3 
PRUNA II DE CAMPDURÁ  EXC 4 
CUA DE CAMPDURÁ   VERY GOOD 
LLANEGA DE VALLESPINOSA  NR 
 

 
 

INTERMEDIATE CLASS 
 
MALES: 
 
CH J. TRAU DE CAMPDURÁ  EXC 1 RCAC 
FALUC DE CAMPDURÁ  MB 
XICU DE CAMPDURÁ   S/C 
 
 
FEMALES:  
 
BELLA-MAYA VON DER  
LACHENDEN MEUTE   EXC 1 
LA PETIT RANA’S BARBIE DE JIZZA EXC 2 
CH J. XYEBRA DE PASTORS DE BLO EXC 3 
RUSCA DE CAMPDURÁ  N/G 
CH J. THAIS DE IGUÑA  NR 
 
 

OPEN CLASS 
MASCLES: 
 
FUM SISDITS    EXC 1 CAC  
FIDEL SISDITS    EXC 2 
HOM DES LLUÇANES   EXC 3 
JANIS DU CLOS MILLETE  EXC 4 
FILET SISDITS    EXC 5 
ROURE D’ESPINAVESSA  NR 
XALOC D’ESPINAVESSA  NR 
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FEMELLES: 
 
BALDUFA I D’ESPINAVESSA  EXC 1 CAC  
CH J. GAMBA DES LLUÇANES  EXC 2RCAC 
FLOR SISDITS    EXC 3 
NIKI DE GOSLEYDAN   EXC 4 
HÉLÉNIE A DREAM OF BEAR’D EXC 5 
BRUNA DEL BOSQUE DE QUERCUS EXC 6 
LLESCA II D’ESPINAVESSA  EXC 7 
EZCABA DE PASTORS DE BLO  EXC 
VIURA DE PASTOS DE BLO  EXC 
CH J. LLOBA DE PASTORS DE BLO EXC 
HORTA DES LLUÇANES  VERY GOOD 
GUISLA D’ESPINAVESSA  DISQUALIFIED 
CH J. GRETA I DE VILLA MAGALA NR 
DUNA DE CAN PUIGMORENC  NR 
ISSA D’ESPINAVESSA   NR 
JANA     NR 
LLUNA     NR 

 
CHAMPIONS CLASS 

MALES: 
 
CH BUYEZO DE PASTORES DEL PAS BEST MALE  
CH EDMOND    EXC 2 
ATENGOS GREAT PRETENDER EXC 3 
CH PLA DE LLUÇANES   EXC 4 
CH QUETZAL DE PASTORS DE BLO EXC 
CH VENTALL D’ESPINAVESSA  NR 
 
 
FEMALES: 
 
BRUIXETA DE PASTORS DE BLO BEST FEMALE  
ISABELLA DEL SOMNI CATALA EXC 2 
CH USUN DE GOSLEYDAN  EXC 3 
ELNA SISDITS     EXC 4 
CH J. RUFA DE PASTORS DE BLO EXC 5  
CH CHESCA D’ESPINAVESSA  EXC 6 
CH MAREA DE PASTORS DE BLO NR 
 
 

VETERANS CLASS 
 
MALES 
 
CH JAZ D’ESPINAVESSA  BEST VETERAN 
ATENGOS I WANT TO BREAK FREE EXC 2 
HORT DES LLUÇANES   NR 
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FEMALES 
 
CH XATA DE PASTORS DE BLO  EXC 1  
CH BALERA DE L’ALBA DE SANT FOST EXC 2 
GUIXA DES LLUÇANES    EXC 3 
 
 

 
 

PAIRS 
 
BEST PAIR 
 
CH USUN DE GOSLEYDAN  
CH JAZ D’ESPINAVESSA 
 

BREEDER’S GROUP: 
 
BEST BREEDER’S GROUP:  PASTORS DE BLO 
 
VIURA DE PASTOS DE BLO  
CH J. LLOBA DE PASTORS DE BLO 
EZCABA DE PASTORS DE BLO 
CH BRUIXETA DE PASTORS DE BLO 
CH MAREA DE PASTORS DE BLO 
CH J. RUFA DE PASTORS DE BLO 
CH XATA DE PASTORS DE BLO 

 
 

C A M P L L O N G 
 
35th MONOGRAPHIC SHEEPDOG TRIALS WITH THE CATALAN SHEEPDOG 

 

On 23rd April, coinciding with Saint George’s Day, the Campllong (Girona) Spring Show 

took place and the Catalan Sheepdog Club once again organised the now traditional 

sheep herding trials with Catalan Sheepdogs that take place there. 

This year we were especially proud because there was a record number of participants 

in terms of both shepherds and Catalan Sheepdogs and, even more excitingly, Cerdàs 

(short-haired Catalan Sheepdogs). 

The trials were organised by the Club’s working group, headed by Jordi Villanueva. 
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Agusti Tonietti provided comments and commentary by loudspeaker to make it easier 

for the large crowd of spectators to follow what was happening and to appreciate the 

peculiarities of the working techniques used by our much-loved breed. 

Both the herding trials and the conformation contest were judged by Xavier Andreu, 

Josep Miquela and Joan Rovira. They had their work cut out, given the level of 

expertise of the shepherds and sheepdogs that took part. They were: 

Shepherd: Pau  Dog: Moru  

 Shepherd: Valentina  Dog: Nuca  

Shepherd: Valentina  Dog: Roqui 

Shepherd: Jesús  Dog: Murla des Lluçanès 

Shepherd: Jesús  Dog: Nesca 

Shepherd: Armand  Dog: Ascar 

Shepherd: Joan  Dog: Pastora(Gresca Des Lluçanès) 

Shepherd: Juli   Dog: Panxo  

 Shepherd: Pere  Dog: Sherif  

 

When the different tests had been completed, the judges finally decided that the 

winners were:  

 

1) Shepherd: Joan   Dog: Pastora(Gresca Des Lluçanès) 

2) Shepherd: Juli   Dog: Panxo 

3) Shepherd: Armand  Dog: Ascar   

The judges declared a technical draw for the rest of the dogs and shepherds.  

 

The Catalan Sheepdog winner of the conformation contest for the dog that complied 

most closely with the breed standard was:  

 

Moru, owned by the shepherd Pau.   

 

We hope that next year will be as successful as this one in terms of numbers of 

spectators, shepherd and sheepdogs.  

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/reportatge-prova-ramat-gos-datura-catala 
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V A L L F O G O N A 

On 8th May 2017, in the sports pavilion of Vallfogona de Ripollès, the Catalan Sheepdog 

Club gave a talk about the Catalan Sheepdog past and present, which was organised by 

the Club and Vallfogona Town Hall with the collaboration of Vallfogona School.  

 

M E M B E R ’ S  D A Y   

On 6th May 2017, at the natural spring of Sant Magí de la Brufaganya Sanctuary in 

Pontils (Conca de Berberà), the annual Member’s Day took place in the company of a 

large crowd of members.  

The Sanctuary is located in a protected natural area, so the day started with a walk to 

the Mediaeval, untamed Rocamora for those who wanted to join in with their dogs, 

who were able to swim in the natural pools that form there.  

Once everybody had worked up an appetite, the Club prepared lunch for all the 

members that had come to enjoy the day: salad and local cured meat, seafood noodles 

‘fideua’, cake ‘coca’ from Perafita and chocolate with coffee, and a toast with cava to 

finish off.  

Lunch was followed by a short explanation and demonstration of canicross with 

Catalan Sheepdogs.  

To round off this full day of activities, a set of agility obstacles was set up for novices 

and experts alike to give their Catalan Sheepdog’s the chance to have a jump. 
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We hope to see you at the Member’s Day next year, where I am sure the Club will 

prepare some new surprises for those who want to join us. 
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A G I L I T Y  C H A M P I O N S H I P  R E S U L T S 

 
 
20/11/16: BANYOLES BREED SHOW-2016 (8 Participants) 
 
DEBUTANTE CLASS: 
1.Montse Bayarri amb Greta des lluçanès 

2.Ramon Oliver amb Perri 
3.Ramon Oliver amb Bruna 
  

COMPETITION CLASS: 
1.Ufe Zapater amb Llamp 
2.Maria Lluïsa Cibil ambDana(Griva d’Aigullonga) 
3.Rafael Manrique amb Llúvia de Gosleydan 
 
 
 
18/12/16: VACARISSES FOR THE MARATHON TV3 (9 Participants) 

 
DEBUTANTE CLASS: 
1.Montse Bayarri amb Greta des lluçanès 

2.Ramon Oliver amb Bruna 

3.Ramon Oliver amb Perri 
  

COMPETITION CLASS: 
1.Ufe Zapater amb Llamp 

2.Ivan Caravaca amb l’Anxeneta de Campdurà 

3.Maria Lluïsa amb Dana(Griva d’Aiguallonga) 

 
 
 
05/03/17: SANT BARTOMEU DEL GRAU (8 Participants) 
 
DEBUTANTE CLASS: 
1.Àngel Caselles amb Cendra Déja-Vu de 
Bellagosca 

2.Ramon Oliver amb Perri 
3.Ramon Oliver amb Bruna 
  

COMPETITION CLASS: 
1.Ufe Zapater amb Llamp 

2.Xavier Guillén amb Dalí des Lluçanès 

3.Àngel Caselles amb Dalla  L’Alba de Sant Fost 
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23/04/17: CAMPLLONG SPRING SHOW (7 Participants) 
 
DEBUTANTE CLASS:  
1.Ramon Oliver amb Bruna 
3.Ramon Oliver amb Perri 
 
CLASSE COMPETITION:   

1.Ufe Zapater amb Llamp 
2.Xavier Guillén amb Dalí des lluçanès 
3.Xavier Guillén amb Gueta des lluçanès 
4.Maria Lluïsa Cibil amb Dana (Griva 
d’Aiguallonga) 
 

 

14/05/17: VALLFOGONA DE RIPOLLÉS-BALL DEL ROSER- (10 Participants) 

DEBUTANTE CLASS:  

1.Ramòn Oliver amb Bruna 

2.Àngel Casellas amb Gamba des lluçanès 

3.Ramòn Oliver amb Perri 

 

COMPETITION CLASS: 
1.Ufe Zapater amb Llamp 

2.Maria Lluïsa amb Dana (Griva 

d’Aiguallonga)  

3.Xavier Guillén amb Dalí des lluçanès 

 

 

M O N O G R A P H I C  C O M P E T I T I O N  M A R T O R E L L - 1 0 / 0 7 / 2 0 1 7 - 

(Held within the programme of the XXII Martorell Dog Show) with 

authorization from the RSCE and the support and collaboration of the 

Catalan Kennel Club. 

 

Judge: Núria Àlvarez i González 

Results eligible for the Catalan Sheepdog Club Championship 

 

Total number of dogs registered: 25 
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FEMALE PUPPY CLASS: 

 
BEST FEMALE 

Mika d'Espinavessa 

 

 

VERY GOOD 2 

Aran del Mas d'en Pau 

        

 
 
MALE INTERMEDIATE CLASS: 

Excel·lent 1: Reig de Vallespinosa  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Excel·lent 2: Pillu des Lluçanès  
 
 
 
 
 
 

MALE OPEN CLASS: 
Excel·lent 1: Xiulet d'Espinavessa  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excel·lent 2: Panxut de Can Puigmorenc 
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Excel·lent 3: Xaloc d'Espinavessa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MALE YOUNG DOG CLASS: 
 

Excel·lent 1: Ui des Lluçanès  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FEMALE YOUNG DOG CLASS: 
 

Excel·lent 1: Sínia des Lluçanès  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FEMALE OPEN CLASS: 
 

Excel·lent 1: Ezcaba de Pastors de Blo  
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Excel·lent 2: Baldufa d'Espinavessa  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excel·lent 3: Gamba des Lluçanès  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excel·lent 4: Deja-Vu de Bellagosca  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FEMALE CHAMPIONS CLASS: 
 

Excel·lent : CH Usun de Gosleydan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excel·lent 2: CH Chesca d'Espinavessa  
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FEMALE YOUNG CASS: 
 

 
Excel·lent 1: Elur de Gosleydan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excel·lent 2: Eska de Gosleydan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 PAIRS CLASS: 
 

1: Ui i Sínia des Lluçanès 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BREEDER’S GROUP CLASS 
 

1: Des Lluçanès  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BES YOUNG DOG/BEST MALE/BEST OF BREED 
 

Ui des Lluçanès  
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BEST FEMALE 
 

CH Usun de Gosleydan  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

NEWS ITEMS OF INTEREST: 

Agustí Tonietti i Ferreró. 

President of Honour of the  Catalan Sheepdog Club 

At the special meeting held in Martorell on 10th June it was agreed that Agusti Tonietti 
Ferreró be elected as President of Honour of the Catalan Sheepdog Club. 

As you all know, in 2017 the new Management Team of the Catalan Sheepdog Club 
agreed to confer the title President of Honour on Agusti Tonietti Ferreró. Today, we 
ask that this nomination be ratified by the Special Members’ Meeting. Thus, not only 
the Management Team, but also the supreme body of the club, makes this 
acknowledgement and grants Agusti Tonietti Ferreró this well-deserved honour. 

As a child, Agusti had Catalan Sheepdogs at Mas de Sant Medir (Girona). At the end 

of the 1970s, he was one of a group of people who dedicated their time and 

resources to searching Catalonia for dogs that maintained the defining characteristics 

of the Catalan Sheepdog, selecting them and breeding them with the aim of 

recovering the breed. Had it not been for this group of people, examples of the only 

native Catalan dog breed would now be hard to find, cross-bred or even extinct.        

 

He has also been one of the benchmark breeders of Catalan Sheepdogs for over 40 

years. He was the most successful breeder in terms of show results from the 1980s 

until well into the twenty-first century. Moreover, the kennel name Espinavessa is in 

the genealogical tree of the vast majority of Catalan Sheepdogs that become 

Champions, not only in Catalonia and Spain but also in other European countries. It 

would not be an exaggeration to say that without Agusti Tonietti today’s examples 

of the breed would not display the typicity they clearly do.  

He is also an international judge and a Catalan Sheepdog specialist, among other 
breeds. He is an especially prestigious judge, who has always sought to ensure that 
the breed continues to embody a balance between beauty and rusticity, between 
characteristics typical of sheepdogs and twenty-first century functionality. He has 
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always aimed to convey this knowledge and his vision to others: in fact, he has set a 
benchmark for the breed that has moulded and influenced many of today’s breeders 
and judges of the Catalan Sheepdog. We have every right to claim that he is the 
grandmaster of masters. 

His is a fierce passion. Whenever you have a question about the breed, about your 

Catalan, about a puppy, you can ask him and he always gives you his valuable 

opinion. His love for the Catalan Sheepdog is unconditional and he never tires of 

talking about dogs! 
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NEWS IN BRIEF: 

 You can subscribe to the Club newsletter through the Club website: 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/electronic-news 

 A Catalan Sheepdog rescues her owner from a house fire: 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/gossa-rescata-amo 

 Agility Calendar:  

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/elementor-2382 

 The Club’s social networks: 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/nostres-canals-socials 

 The Club’s new postal address: 

PO Box Nº2 08757 Corbera de Llobregat 

 Calendar of shows with results eligible for the Club Championship 2016/17 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/calendari-
2016-2017-31-05-2017.pdf 

 Catalan Sheepdog Club’s visit to Ripollès 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat//visita-club-ripolles 

 Catalan Sheepdog Breed Show 

The XXXVII Catalan Sheepdog Breed Show will be held on 18-11-2017 within 
the programme of the Sant Martiria Country Fair at La Draga Parc, Banyoles 
(Girona). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/electronic-news
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/gossa-rescata-amo
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/elementor-2382
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/nostres-canals-socials
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/calendari-2016-2017-31-05-2017.pdf
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/calendari-2016-2017-31-05-2017.pdf
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/visita-club-ripolles
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Inscripcions obertes 

XXXVII Exposició Monogràfica de 

Gos d’Atura Català 
XXXVII Exposició Monogràfica de Gos d'Atura 

Català 

18 de novembre 2017 

18 de noviembre de 2017 

18th november 2017 

Parc de la Draga – Banyoles (Girona) 

Col·laboradors: 
Clínica Veterinària 1001 

Associació de la Fira de Sant Martirià 
Ajuntament de Banyoles 

Associació Canina Unió Cinòfila de Catalunya 

Jutgessa/jueza/judge 

Núria Álvarez 

 

 

Autoritzada per RSCE, posant en competició el CAC obligatori per a l'obtenció 
del títol de Campió d'Espanya 

Autorizada por la RSCE poniendo en competición el CAC obligatorio para la 
obtención del título de Campeón de España 

Authorized by RSCE, than set the CAC competition required for obtaining the 
title of Champion of Spain. 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/ 

Info@clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat 

Tel:+34 660 04 71 45 

  

 

Tancament d’inscripcions: 31/10/17 

Cierre de inscripciones: 31/10/17 

Closing of registrations: 31/10/17 

formulari d'inscripció 

https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/inscripcions-xxxvii-monografica/inscripcionsxxxvii-exposicio-monografica
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/inscripcions-xxxvii-monografica/inscripcionsxxxvii-exposicio-monografica
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/inscripcions-xxxvii-monografica/inscripcionsxxxvii-exposicio-monografica
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/
tel:+34%20629%2007%2000%2084
tel:+34%20629%2007%2000%2084
https://clubdelgosdaturacatala.cat/inscripcions-xxxvii-monografica/inscripcionsxxxvii-exposicio-monografica

